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Details of Visit:

Author: Bez Wondermore
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 8 Apr 2015 13:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

Down a steepish curving flight of steps. A well-maintained and appropriately decorated modern flat.

The Lady:

Friendly smile, fantastic lips, lots of well done tattoos, firm natural body. Excellent English.

The Story:

This was not a long planned visit. The urge to break a long dry spell arose in the morning, and
enquiry revealed that Yana was available at the time I could make. I’d not met the others on duty
either. After being greeted by the lively maid, I was shown into a room, in which I was soon joined
by an appealing and lightly clad lady who I took to be Yana and who kissed me welcomingly – and
who was then told by the maid that she’d got the wrong client… So I said goodbye to the
disappearing lingerie (and thought, perhaps next time) and went for a shower. Soon after I got back
into the room, the real and gorgeous Yana arrived.

She immediately (a) dispelled any nervousness and (b) caused severe disturbance in my groinal
region, by giving me a deep and delicious kiss involving those fantastic lips, tongue and I think
teeth. This was soon followed by skilful fellatio, some hugging, cowgirl, doggy, and missionary
(changes of position to delay the inevitable), supplemented where feasible with more kissing,
culminating all too soon in jism hitting latex.

But there was no rush by her to leave. We talked,comfortably, and she then offered a massage,
which was gratefully accepted, and which she delivered with enthusiasm and real skill. In the end I
reluctantly had to point out I needed to go for a further shower before rejoining the conventional
world.

Thoroughly recommended.
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